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ABSTRACT Gamification is a potential approach to foster motivation and engagement in different contexts
which popularity in recent years has encouraged its application in a diversity of domains, including health,
education, business, society, or tourism. However, although all their promising benefits and rapidly develop-
ing, the gamification community should face a variety of theoretical, empirical, and technological challenges.
Focusing on technological challenges, we can observe a need that claims for suitable gamification software
tools that offer system-independence and flexibility, support the gamification design, implementation, and
monitoring activities, and experiment with more game elements than only points, badges, and leaderboards.
For that reason, this paper deals with the identified technological challenges by introducing a gamification
software tool to cover the main lacks found. An analysis of the advances in gamification domain and their
recent literature was conducted to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the most popular gamification
software tools in order to design and develop a flexible system-independent gamification software solution
that goes beyond the implementation of the classic game elements. As a result, we created GoRace, a
multi-context and narrative-based gamification suite that supports the entire gamification process, provides
flexible and system-independent gamification solutions, and allows the creation of tailored and reusable
gamification solutions that go beyond the classic game elements to immerse participants in a fun, engaging,
and challenging narrative-based gamification experience.

INDEX TERMS Flexibility, game elements, gamification, gamification process, gamification software tool,
gamification technological challenges, multi-context, narrative, system-independence.

I. INTRODUCTION
Gamification, or ‘‘the use of game elements and game design
techniques in non-game contexts’’ [1], emerged as a trending
topic at the end of the first decade of the 21st century and has
attracted the attention from both practitioners and researchers
as a way to achieve a range of emotional, cognitive, and social
benefits and guide human behavior for inducing innovation,
productivity, or engagement [2] in different contexts, such
as employee performance, customer engagement, and social
loyalty, and in a diversity of domains, including marketing,
human resources, healthcare, education, environmental pro-
tection and wellbeing [3].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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The recognition of the potential advantages of gamifi-
cation has supported the exponential growth of its mar-
ket, which is projected to grow from USD 9.1 billion
in 2020 to USD 30.7 billion by 2025, at a Compound
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 27.4% during the forecast
period [4], [5]. These promising benefits have also caused
the rapidly increasing of gamification literature, as well as, its
expansion and development in many directions, contexts, and
domains [6]. However, ‘‘gamification is still a rather novel
development that suffers from growing pains, and therefore,
it is still found under significant conceptual chaos’’ [7], and
their community should face a variety of theoretical, empiri-
cal, and technological challenges [6]–[10].

One of the main factors to success in gamification lies
in the use of suitable resources, such as software-based
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platforms, ad-hoc applications, or plug-ins, to support the
entire gamification process [1], [8], [11]. In this paper, we use
the term ‘‘gamification software tools’’ to refer to any digital
tool used for supporting gamification process, including ad-
hoc applications, platforms, or plug-ins.

Although in recent years, the promising benefits of gam-
ification have caused the development of a high diversity
of gamification software tools for conducting a variety of
gamification experiences, we found that gamification still
needs to deal with several technological challenges [8].
The majority of the gamification software tools are imple-
mented as prepackaged and ad-hoc intrusive solutions that
are integrated within the gamified domain impeding system-
independence [11], [12]. Furthermore, the ad-hoc gamifica-
tion solutions need also to face functional limitations, such as
a limited range of available game elements and a frequently
reduced operation regarding monitoring and control data of
the gamification execution [13]. Additionally, the absence of
general gamification software tools that implement gamifi-
cation strategies independently of the gamified system also
causes a lack of flexibility, since their specific functionalities
to gamify a domain usually limit their reusability in others.
Moreover, this lack of flexibility limits the possibility to
integrate any domain resource within the gamification strat-
egy, because it is usually the gamification software tool the
one that is integrated into the domain and not vice versa.
On the other hand, focusing on the gamification process and
its activities, there exists a shortage of gamification soft-
ware tools that efficiently support the design of gamification
strategies, facilitate the monitoring and control activity by
providing real-time analytics, and hide the implementation
details through the automatic generation and deployment of
gamification experiences [8], [13].

Hence, we can observe a need that claims for suitable
gamification software tools that offer system-independence
and flexibility, support the gamification design, imple-
mentation and monitoring activities, and experiment with
more game elements than only points, badges and leader-
boards. Considering this need, this paper introduces GoRace
(https://gorace.uca.es), a multi-context and narrative-based
gamification suite that:

a) supports the design of tailored gamification solutions
and automatically implements and deploys them;

b) offers system-independence, and high flexibility
regarding the different resources and domains that can
be involved in a gamification experience, thanks to their
architecture based on a REST API that deals with the
external connections and integration with any domain
resources;

c) facilitates the monitoring activity of gamification expe-
riences by providing to gamification designers an easy
to use and centralized application, GoRaceAdmin,
to manage all their gamification experiences; and

d) experiments other less-explored game elements by
providing participants with a centralized applica-
tion, GoRaceGame. This application goes beyond the

implementation of the classic game elements and
immerses participants in a legendary Olympic race in
which their progression is determined by their perfor-
mance in the domain’s real-life activities.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section II describes
the background of this work and provides an overview of
the current gamification technological challenges. Section III
identifies the works related to our proposal and compares
them regarding the main technological challenges identified.
Section IV introduces a detailed description of GoRace, our
proposal. Section V briefly comments the GoRace’s gamifi-
cation experiences conducted and provides a preliminary user
experience evaluation. Section VI discusses the limitations
and threats to the validity of this work. Finally, Section VII
summarizes the main contributions of this work, presents our
conclusions, and draws our future work.

II. BACKGROUND
As we discussed in the introduction, many works claim that
gamification success still requires the mature of several rel-
evant factors for overcoming its theoretical, empirical, and
technological challenges. Focusing on the technological ones,
we can observe a need that claims for the development and
use of suitable gamification software tools that: a) support the
gamification design, implementation and monitoring activi-
ties, b) experiment with the wide variety of game elements,
and c) offer flexibility and system-independence for provid-
ing adaptability, reusability, interoperability among different
contexts and domains. The following sections provide further
information.

A. GAMIFICATION PROCESS
As a new trend with promising benefits, the gamification
literature has rapidly increased and spread in many direc-
tions [6], including the research efforts towards the develop-
ment of numerous frameworks intended to support different
aspects of the gamification process [8]. Regarding this issue,
Mora et al. [14] conducted a systematic literature review
in which the main gamification frameworks were analyzed.
The Six Steps to Gamification framework proposed by Wer-
bach and Hunter [1], the Complete Gamification Framework,
Octalysis, proposed by Chou [15], the GAME framework
proposed by Marczewski [16], or the gamification develop-
ment framework proposed by Herzig [17], among others, are
some of the well-known frameworks that define the different
activities that the gamification process should follow.

Although several frameworks have been published and
each of them provides a set of different activities for the gam-
ification process, based on the outcomes of Mora et al. [14]
and their analysis of the gamification proposals, the gamifica-
tion process can be structured in the following four high-level
activities:

1. Analysis, where the application context is analyzed,
the objectives pursued by the gamification are estab-
lished and the requirements are documented.
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2. Design, where the gamification strategy is developed
and playtested.

3. Implementation, where the design is implemented as
software artifacts as well as functionally tested.

4. Monitoring, where the execution of the gamification
strategy ismeasured in order to control the achievement
of their objectives and subsequent design adaptations
are conducted.

The success of gamification strategies requires suitable
resources that support all the activities of the gamification
process from the identification of the business objectives
to the monitoring of the gamification strategies. However,
regarding the resources to support the gamification process,
some problems should be dealt with such as (a) the lack of
user-friendly tools that can efficiently support the design of
gamification strategies and implement them independently
of the system, site, or process intended to be gamified, and
(b) the necessity of highly-scalable monitoring tools that
provide gamification analytics, that means, that provide not
only participants immediate feedback [8], but also gamifica-
tion designers with real-time analytics such as gamification
elements analytics or KPI monitoring, that allow them to
assess and adapt their gamification strategies [13], [18].

B. GAME ELEMENTS
According to [19], ‘‘the game elements are like building
blocks that are needed for creating a game experience’’. In the
context of game design, game elements have been listed and
categorized in many occasions, being the most standardized
approach the MDA framework, which describes the game
elements as belonging to one of these categories: Mechanics,
Dynamics and Aesthetics [20]. Gamification motivates by
bringing game elements that are considered fun and engaging
into tasks that do not have such qualities [21]. In the literature,
we can also findmany different ways to characterize the game
elements used in gamification [11], [22], [23]. Therefore,
according to these authors, there is not yet a standard clas-
sification of game elements. Nevertheless, one of the most
used approaches [21] is the adaptation of the MDA frame-
work proposed byWerbach and Hunter which classifies game
elements into three relevant categories: dynamics, mechanics
and components [1].

Dynamics are the big-picture aspects of the gamified sys-
tem that have to be considered and managed, but which can
never directly enter into the game. In other words, dynamics
are the experience of how the user interacts and creates expec-
tations in the gamified system. Sense of competence, satisfac-
tion, social rank and narrative are examples of game elements
belong to dynamics. Mechanics are the basic processes that
drive the action forward and generate player engagement. For
instance, time counting, behavior, preference, surprise, fun
or participation are game elements belong to this category.
Components are more specific instantiations of mechanics
and dynamics, such as classification, avatar, points, rankings,
nicknames or exploration game elements. Each mechanic is

tied to one or more dynamics, and each component is tied to
one or more higher-level elements [1], [21].

Several authors have conducted different studies in order
to identify and define the set of suitable game elements to
be integrated into different gamification contexts [24]–[26].
However, despite the diversity of existing game elements,
the vast majority of gamification experiences are based on
the so called PBL triad or ‘‘pointsification’’ [27], the appli-
cation of points, badges, and leaderboards as the main game
elements in a gamification experience [11, 28]. This approach
‘‘takes the thing that is least essential from games and repre-
sents it as the core of the experience’’ [28], ignoring the part
that makes games wonderful and attractive, which is, at the
same time, the part that allows achieving the commitment,
loyalty, enthusiasm, and fun of the participants [1], [28].
Therefore, although the use of ‘‘pointsification’’ can be effec-
tive and achieve good results in the short term, it can lead
to the failure of gamification experiences in the long term
since points, badges, and leaderboards are not proved use-
ful to provide involving experience for participants [12],
and also can create situations where users simply collect
points and rewards, which result in voiding the user expe-
rience [12], [28]. In addition, ‘‘pointsification’’ limits the
design of gamification experiences, and the limited percep-
tions of gamification design signal a limited perception of
gameful experiences in general [6].

Gamification is a wider field in which many mechanics
exist, but, most importantly, it is a field in which there are
suitable dynamics for taking advantage of those mechanics
to engage and motivate participants in the best way [29].
Hence, gamification designers should be aware of the risk of
adopting gamification as a simple ‘‘pointsification system’’,
as the approach has more to offer [1]. One of these underused
elements is the narrative [1], [24]. Gamification narratives
are a fundamental dynamic in a gamified process and one
of the keys for engaging participants [1]. The narrative game
element can be understood as the process in which the user
builds his own experience through a given content, exercis-
ing their freedom of choice in a given space and period of
time, bounded by the system’s logic [30]. Incorporating a
semantic layer, either adding a scenario, a theme or a story
to a gamification experience, helps to give coherence and
could have a major impact on the other elements of the
whole of the gamification experience [31]. Most remark-
able, it makes participants’ engagement easier and longer-
lasting [32]. However, despite its advantages, there is an
absence of a high number of gamification experiences that
implement the narrative game elements instead of focusing
mainly on the PBL triad [24], [33].

C. GAMIFICATION SOFTWARE
Gamification software refers to any tool or platform used
for applying game elements and game design techniques to
non-game contexts in order to boost engagement, motiva-
tion, and successful end-results according to the business
goals. One of the main factors to success in the design of
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gamification and apply it correctly lies on the use of suit-
able resources, such as software-based tools or platforms,
for supporting the entire gamification process. Bearing in
mind the literature, we found that software gamification
solutions are mainly implemented by two different ways:
(a) using general-purpose gamification platforms, or (b) cre-
ating self-built solutions [8].

Using a general-purpose gamification platform can be an
easy solution in the absence of a gamification designer, or in
any context where there is a lack of the knowledge, resources,
or experience to develop a gamification strategy or create a
self-built solution. Well-known examples of general-purpose
gamification platforms are Bunchball Nitro, SAP, Badgeville,
among others, that provide general gamification solutions for
enterprises in order to boost customer loyalty, performance
management, employee engagement, or e-learning, as shown
in [34]–[36]. However, using a generic gamification platform
can limit the gamification experience and their customiza-
tion according to the needs of the participants, and therefore
reducing the flexibility and interoperability with the system,
and the control and processing of the data generated along the
experience [8], [13].

On the other hand, the creation of self-built solutions
for supporting gamification allows gamification designers to
design specific tools that fit with their business goals and their
participants’ needs, having the full control over the entire
gamification engine and the data generated along the experi-
ence. This type of gamification solutions requires a high level
of knowledge and understanding of gamification design and
technologies to implement the necessary tools, but provide
more flexibility and interoperability than using a general-
purpose gamification platform, since gamification designers
can adjust to their needs all the aspects of the systems without
being limited by the functionality of a generic gamification
platform [8]. Some examples of this type of self-built gam-
ification solutions are the tool created by [37] to promote
participation in online discussions, the gamification platform
implemented by [38] based on a question board with the goal
to engage learners in online post-lecture questions, or the
gamification solutions implemented by well-known enter-
prises such as Starbucks to increase customer loyalty with
their reward-based system, and Nike to promote sports habits
and announce their products through the Nike+ Fuel-band
and application, among others [39]. One of themain problems
of self-built solutions is their specific character, which does
not usually allow being reused, challenging or impeding a
multi-context use.

III. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, several studies have analyzed the gam-
ification field from different perspectives, contexts, and
domains, identifying their strengths and weaknesses, as well
as the advantages and disadvantages of the gamification solu-
tions implemented. Some of them have reviewed the design
of gamification solutions focusing on the game elements
used [6], [12], [26], [40], concluding that the majority of

the empirical gamification experiences analyzed are based
on points, badges, and leaderboards. This is an issue that
authors highlighted that must change since it eclipses the
wide variety of existing game elements while limiting the
design and potential of gamification experiences [6], [29].
Other studies have analyzed the gamification implementation
activity identifying the way as the gamification solutions
are implemented and classifying them according to their
ability to be applied in general or specific contexts, or the
technology under they are developed [8], [11], [13], [40].
As a conclusion, authors agree on the lack of flexible
and system-independent general-purpose solutions that pro-
vide adaptability, reusability, interoperability among differ-
ent contexts and domains [8]. Other authors have centered
their attention on the gamification monitoring activity ana-
lyzing the capability of the gamification solutions to provide
real-time analytics and participants’ feedback [8], [13], [14].
A topic that is considered as a crucial aspect for the gami-
fication experiences’ life since the collection, processing and
control of the generated data within a gamification experience
depends on these features of the gamification solutions [14].

From these studies, we have retrieved well-known gamifi-
cation software solutions such as FourSquare [12], Bunch-
Ball [13], ClassDojo [40], other less-known such as
Medit4CEP-Gam [8], and we have also completed the
retrieved list with somemanual searches on the grey literature
based on the list of references of these studies. All the iden-
tified gamification software solutions are shown in Table 1.
In this table, gamification software solutions have been clas-
sified according to six features:
F1. The main game elements that they implement. A gam-

ification software solution is classified as ‘‘classic’’,
if its design is mainly based on classic game ele-
ments (points, badges, and leaderboards), or as ‘‘non-
classic’’, if its design is based on more game elements
rather than the classic ones.

F2. The purpose of the solution. Gamification software
solutions can be classified as ‘‘general’’, if they have
been created as a general-purpose gamification solution
to be integrated with any context, or ‘‘specific’’ if they
are self-built solutions to cover the specific needs of a
domain.

F3. The reusability of the solutions, that is, if the gamifica-
tion software solution enables its application in more
than one particular context.

F4. The interoperability of the solutions, that is, if the
gamification software solution is able to integrate sev-
eral tools, systems, and actions within the gamification
strategy.

F5. The system-independence of the solutions, that is, if the
gamification software solution is not implemented as a
prepacked or ad-hoc intrusive solution that should be
integrated within the systems or tools to gamify.

F6. Support the gamification monitoring activity, that is,
if the gamification software solution provides features
for supporting the gamification monitoring activity
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TABLE 1. Gamification software solutions.

by implementing gamification elements analytics (see
Section IV-G).

As Table 1 shows, we can find numerous works that
implement gamification solutions based mainly on points,
badges, and leaderboards, but if we focus on both, general
and specific, solutions we found that less than 25% of the
identified gamification software solutions are based on more
game elements than classic ones such as narrative, avatar,
or storytelling. Moreover, only one of this last group is a
general-purpose gamification solution.

Regarding the flexibility in terms of reusability, inter-
operability, and system-independence, we can observe that
the majority of the identified general-purpose gamification
software solutions provide reusability in some way, but they
fail to provide interoperability, being only two of them able
to integrate several tools, systems, and actions within the
gamification strategy. In addition, although they are general-
purpose solutions, not all of them (50%) offer system-
independence so it usually difficult their implementation
since they need to modify the system for including the
gamification layer that, at the same time, usually requires
the work of a system expert. On the other hand, although
the specific-purpose gamification software solutions do not
usually provide reusability, we can observe that two out of the
ten identified solutions are able to provide it, mainly thanks
to they also provide system-independence, a crucial feature
to easily adapt and integrate the solution to other contexts.
Finally, as we have previously commented, one of the gam-
ification technological challenges highlights the necessity of
gamification software solutions that support the gamification
monitoring activity. The majority of the identified solutions
provide, in a certain way, features for supporting the moni-
toring of the participants and providing them with real-time

feedback, but if we focus on monitoring the entire gamifica-
tion strategy that requires real-time feedback for gamification
experts and more specific analytics such as game elements
statistics or feedback and tracking measures [8], [13], [18],
we found that only three of them support the gamification
monitoring activity by implementing gamification elements
analytics.

Bearing in mind the strengths and weaknesses of the
identified gamification software solutions, we have cre-
ated GoRace, a multi-context and narrative-based gamifica-
tion suite, designed to motivate and engage participants for
achieving the business goals of any domain, immersing them
in a fantasy virtual world inspired in the game elements of
successful video games such as Mario Kart [41], God of
War [42], and World of Warcraft [43], [44]. A suite that aims
to contribute to the gamification scope by dealing with the
existing gamification technological challenges.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF GORACE
GoRace is a suite of web applications that allows to automat-
ically create a tailored web solution to gamify any domain.
It easily integrates with the systems, tools, or sites of a com-
pany, business, educational setting, etc. and takes advantage
of the activities that participants perform to provide them
with a unique experience that boosts engagement, motivation,
and successful end-results according to the business goals.
Inspired by game dynamics, mechanics, and components of
well-known video games, GoRace involves participants in a
narrative-based gamification experience. In a GoRace expe-
rience, participants are transferred to a virtual world based
on the age of Greek mythology, where they will participate
in a legendary Olympic race. The objective of the race is
to reach immortality by arriving first to the finish line. For
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that, participants should accomplish their real-life activities
to get different game rewards, such as distance points and
virtual coins, and interact with other game elements of the
virtual world, such as a virtual shop, to buy and decide when
and how use a wide variety of fantasy items that may have
positive or negative effects on the progress of a particular or
all participants that allow participants to advance in the race.

A. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this work, Table 2 provides the terms and
definitions used in the context of GoRace.

B. GORACE GAMIFICATION PROCESS
AGoRace gamified domain is characterized by the gamifica-
tion experience that connects the domain resources with the
tailored solution involving gamification masters and partici-
pants in a specific gamification strategy with the objective to
cover the domain’s business needs and goals. As Fig. 1 shows,
GoRace follows a three-stage process to gamify a domain.
Starting from the domain to gamify and their business goals,
interests, and needs, the GoRace gamification process is
composed of Analysis and Design (AD), Implementation,
and Execution, Monitoring and Control (EMC) stages that
integrate the four high-level activities of the gamification
process commented in Section II-A. A further description of
the aims and activities of each stage follows.

1) ANALYSIS AND DESIGN (AD)
Previous to the use of the GoRace suite, in the Analysis and
Design stage, the domain to gamify is analyzed and their
gamification strategy is designed in order to use GoRace for
implementing the gamification tailored solution.

Two main activities take place in this stage:

1. Domain description. This activity is the first step of the
GoRace gamification process and involves gamifica-
tion designers and gamification masters in the descrip-
tion and analysis of the domain to gamify. Its objective
is to plan the gamification experience by identifying
all the domain resources that will take part into the
gamification experience, as well as, all the activities
that will be involved into the gamification strategy.
In addition, the relevance and specific features of each
activity within the domain are documented in order
to design a specific gamification strategy according to
the business goals, interests, and needs of the domain.
As Fig. 1 shows, this activity receives the domain to
gamify and their objectives as input, and ends with the
gamification experience plan as output.

2. Gamification strategy design. In this step, gamification
designers design the particular gamification strategy
for the gamification experience previously planned. For
that, they take into account all the particularities of
the domain resources and activities to design a tailored

TABLE 2. Terms and definitions.
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solution that includes the tailoring of the elements of
the virtual world to achieve the specific goals of the
domain, and the necessary mechanisms to transfer the
progress that participants achieve in the real-life activ-
ities of the domain to the GoRace virtual world. These
mechanisms involve, among others, the definition of
the variables that will measured the performance of
the real-life activities, the definition of the equations to
automatically transform the results of these activities in
game elements that will allow participants to progress
in the narrative provided byGoRace, and the adaptation
of all the game elements of the narrative such as the
start and end points of the race, to the particular domain.
As a result of this activity, the gamification strategy
of the domain is designed and documented in order to
proceed with their implementation (see Fig. 1).

Although the suite does not directly support this activity
of the GoRace gamification process, guiding it or suggesting
ideas, GoRace’s features and its game elements have an
important role in the analysis of the activities and resources
of the domain to gamify, and the design of the gamification
strategy, as well as, in the transformation and connection of
both worlds, the real and the fantasy.

2) IMPLEMENTATION
Once the gamification strategy has been designed, the next
stage of the GoRace gamification process is its implementa-
tion by creating the tailored solution. Hence, in the Imple-
mentation stage of GoRace the design is implemented as
software artifacts and functionally tested. In this stage, two
activities are carried out:

3. Gamification Strategy Implementation. In this activity,
gamification designers use the gamification strategy
designed to automatically implement the GoRace tai-
lored solution. Gamification designers using GoRace
define all the information related to the gamification
strategy and adapt the game elements involved in the
specific gamification experience, such as the race’s fea-
tures or the virtual shop, according to the gamification
strategy designed. As a result, based on the activities,
variables, equations, adapted game elements, and par-
ticularities of the gamification strategy, GoRace auto-
matically generates a tailored solution. As Fig. 1 shows,
this tailored solution consists of two specific web
applications: GoRaceAdmin that allows gamification
masters to manage the gamification experience, and
GoRaceGame that allows participants to take part into

FIGURE 1. GoRace gamification process.
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the specific legendary Olympic race that gamifies their
particular domain. Moreover, in this activity gamifica-
tion designers test the tailored solution to ensure its
functionality and change or adjust any identified issue
before the gamification experience is executed.

4. Domain Set up. Considering the gamification strategy
designed, the domain resources should be set up to
connect them with GoRace by using its Application
Programming Interface (API) (see Fig. 1). Gamifi-
cation masters need to adapt their domain resources
for sending via GoRaceAPI the information related to
their participants’ activities according to the gamifi-
cation strategy. Through this configuration, GoRace
is integrated with the domain resources, and there-
fore, the domain is connected to GoRace allowing the
automatic sending and processing of the participants’
accomplishments in their real-life activities.

3) EXECUTION, MONITORING AND CONTROL (EMC)
Finally, in the EMC stage, the gamification experience is exe-
cuted and its monitoring and control is performed. As Fig. 1
shows, this stage consists of two activities:

5. Access Management. Once the GoRace tailored solu-
tion has been generated and the necessary mechanisms
to communicate the domain resourceswithGoRaceAPI
have been implemented, the next step requires that
gamification masters manage the access to GoRace by
using GoRaceAdmin. Through this application, gam-
ification designers should set up the access creden-
tials to enable and test the connection of the domain
resources with GoRace to ensure that GoRace success-
fully receives correctly the data sent by the domain
resources before starting the execution of the gamifica-
tion experience.Moreover, in this activity, gamification
masters should also register all the participants that will
be involved in the gamification experience by allowing
the creation of their GoRace accounts.

6. Gamification Experience. After completing the setting
up of the connection and the registration of the par-
ticipants, the gamification experience can be executed.
By using GoRaceGame, participants can log in the
GoRace virtual world to participate in a legendary
Olympic race aimed at achieving immortality. For that,
they need to perform their real-life activities supported
by the domain resources. Their outcomes will be auto-
matically transferred to the virtual world, at the same
time that their race’s progress will be notified in real-
time. On the other hand, by using GoRaceAdmin,
gamification masters are able to manage the partici-
pants in the gamification experience, as well as mea-
suring, analyzing, and tracking their progression and
outcomes. Moreover, gamification masters are also
able to deploy strategies to establish new challenges to
encourage participants’ participation and improve their
motivation whenever they want. Hence, GoRaceAdmin
allows gamification masters to observe at any time the

progress of the gamification experience and make deci-
sions such as send notifications to participants, reward
or punish players’ behavior, among others, to control,
improve, and adapt it in real-time. As a result, partici-
pants and gamification masters are involved in a gam-
ification experience designed to gamify their domain
according to their specific business needs and goals.

C. GORACE ARCHITECTURE
GoRace has been developed as a suite of web applications
using well-known web technologies to provide operability
and support the design, implementation, execution, control,
and monitoring of gamification experiences in an easy and
user-friendly way. As we can see in Fig. 2, GoRace is com-
posed of the following elements:

a) A main application that allows gamification designers
to design and implement the GoRace tailored solutions
for gamifying any domain according to its interests and
needs, as well as managing the rest of the elements of
the suite, such as the access to the tailored solutions,
the information of the website, or the way in that exter-
nal services and domain resources are integrated.

b) Tailored solutions. Each tailored solution is composed
of two web applications that are automatically gener-
ated by using GoRace suite to gamify each domain with
its defined gamification strategy: GoRaceAdmin and
GoRaceGame.

c) A centralized database managed byMariaDB that deals
with the data persistence of GoRace.

d) AnAPI that allows and facilitates the connection of any
tool, site, or system with GoRace.

e) A website, https://gorace.uca.es, that allows accessing
to the tailored solutions and provides general informa-
tion of the GoRace suite to the public.

GoRaceGame has been developed as Progressive Web
Apps (PWAs). A PWA was initially defined by [50] as a set
of concepts and keywords including progressive, responsive,
connectivity, independent, app-like, fresh, safe, discoverable,

FIGURE 2. GoRace architecture.
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re-engageable, installable, and linkable [51]. Summarizing,
a PWA is a website that looks and behaves as if it were a
mobile app, and therefore it takes advantage of its native
features such as the capability to be installed and distributed
without app marketplaces or to receive push notifications.
The development of GoRaceGame as PWA facilitates its
flexibility in terms of use and access and its portability
since it makes it compatible with all current web browsers.
Furthermore, it can be installed on Android devices as if it
were a native application, which helps provide a gamification
software tool that can be run onmobile devices such as smart-
phones and tablets as well as on desktops and laptops. These
website features also contribute to the system-independence
of GoRaceGame, since it does not require to be imple-
mented within the system to be gamified and also allows
GoRaceGame to integrate and benefit from the multiple web
services as a way to provide a better user experience. In addi-
tion, its behavior as a native app allows GoRaceGame to take
advantage of the push notifications to implement automatic
and immediate feedback to the participants as a result of the
activities of the gamification monitoring activity. Hence, the
features of GoRaceGame as PWA allow us to get a gamifica-
tion software solution for contributing to overcome some of
the main gamification technological challenges identified in
Section II-C.

The GoRaceAPI provides a set of integrated functional-
ities to communicate the resources of the gamified domain
with GoRaceGame. By using this API, the domain resources
are able to register and check the access of the partici-
pants involved in the gamification experience, as well as
to send the information of their gamified real-life activi-
ties to GoRaceGame, which will automatically process this
information and transform it into game elements within the
fantasy world. As Fig. 2 shows, the communication with
the API is carried out through JSON files that must con-
tain the data according to the measurement variables estab-
lished in the gamification strategy. In this communication,
domain resources are responsible for connecting and send-
ing information to GoRaceGame via the GoRaceAPI when
necessary. Being a non-intrusive solution, GoRace does not
access or connect to them. This feature makes GoRace a
system-independent software solution since the gamification
layer is not implemented as a prepacked or ad-hoc intrusive
solution that should be integrated within the domain to gam-
ify. Moreover, thanks to the connection via API, GoRace
offers high interoperability since gamification masters can
connect any desired tool, system, or site of the domain to
GoRaceGame, and therefore, involves them in the gamifica-
tion strategy.

We have mentioned above that GoRaceGame automati-
cally receives the progress of participants’ real-life activities
through its API. Nevertheless, GoRaceGame also allows the
incorporation of non-automatic activities results by importing
them through Excel files via GoRaceAdmin. This feature
helps to enrich the design of gamification strategy since it
is not only limited by the automatic activities of the domain

FIGURE 3. Examples of maps and routes for several races in different
gamification experiences.

resources connected but allowing the integration of a huge
diversity of activities that due to their features cannot be
automated such as those related to good behavior of students
in a classroom, the participation of employees in activities
within a company, or simply any activity that does not involve
the use of technology.

On the other hand, GoRace makes use of different ser-
vices for providing particular gamification solutions to gami-
fication masters and real-time feedback to participants (see
Fig. 2). As we have commented, by using the main appli-
cation of GoRace gamification designers are able to auto-
matically create tailored solutions to deploy specific gamifi-
cation strategies. These gamification strategies are managed
by gamification masters using GoRaceAdmin, and involved
participants in a fantasy world where they participate in an
Olympic race by using GoRaceGame. In order to provide an
exclusive gamification experience, the route of the race is
also adapted and customized for each experience according
to their designed gamification strategies. To provide these
routes, GoRace makes use of services of Google Maps such
as theGeocoding, Directions and theMaps JavaScript APIs to
display the progress of the race on a customizedmap that inte-
grates the game elements of the fantasy world. Fig. 3 shows
some examples of maps and routes designed for different
gamification experiences.

A crucial factor for keeping alive a gamification experience
is that participants get immediate feedback that informs them
about their performance, progress, and achievements in real
time [1], [14]. For that, GoRace makes use of PUSH and
SMTP services to send notifications and emails, respectively.
Through these services, GoRace informs participants about
their progress in the race providing information related to the
influence of their real-life activities in the race or the different
events that can occur within the fantasy world during the
execution of the race.
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FIGURE 4. GoRaceGame screenshots.

D. GORACEGAME
GoRace gamifies domains by immersing their participants in
a narrative-based gamification experience. Narratives consist
of using stories that place participants in a process in which
they build their own experience by exercising their freedom
of choice in a given space and period of time, limited by
the system’s logic [30], [52]. For that, all the game elements
implemented in GoRaceGame are designed around a story
that brings the age of Greek mythology to the present day for
involving participants in a legendary Olympic race in which
their progress is determined by their performance in the
domain’s real-life activities. The aim of the race is to achieve
immortality and turn into an Olympic God by reaching first
at the finishing line. Hence, participants should give the best
of themselves in real-life, as well as managing their in-game
strategy to progress and achieve the goal. A video trailer helps
immerse the participants into the story, giving context to the
narrative-based gamification experience. This trailer can be
seen at https://youtu.be/KI8Qh8mCpkg.

Participants need to complete their registration in
GoRaceGame and turn into players by choosing their nick-
names. Once players have set their name and their avatar,
GoRaceGame transfers them to an ancient Greek environ-
ment where the legendary race takes place and the Olympic
gods are the main spectators who are waiting to offer players
their help. Fig. 4 shows the login and some of the screens
of the GoRaceGame application running in a smartphone
device.

The first time that players access to GoRaceGame,
the trailer is displayed to immerse them in the story and
an interactive tutorial tour is provided to explain them how-
to-use the environment and play with it, then they are placed
in the home screen of the application where the map and
the route of the legendary race are presented (see the second
image of Fig. 4 or Fig. 5).

Players can move along the different screens of the appli-
cation by using the navigation bar, which is located at the
bottom of the application (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). These
screens are:

1) Home. This is the main screen of GoRaceGame and it
serves as the eyes of players within the narrative since it
summarizes the relevant aspects of the race in a visual
way.

FIGURE 5. Home screen.

2) Backpack. This screen allows players to observe their
relics, powerful items that they can obtain during their
progress in the race, and apply them to get their bene-
fits.

3) Shop. This screen is the virtual shop of the game.
It provides players with a catalog of fantasy relics that
they can buy to obtain powers that may help them
implement their in-game strategy.

4) Ranking. This screen provides players with a tradi-
tional ranking-like view of the current situation of the
race.

5) Profile. This screen allows players to customize their
avatars, as well as to access different functionalities and
information of GoRaceGame.

Moreover, through this navigation bar, players can access
to the exit functionalities that gives them two options: (i) log
out the GoRaceGame application, and (ii) change among
the different races in which they may be involved. This last
functionality is a key factor of GoRace’s reusability since
players can access to all their gamification experiences, play
their different races, and manage their game’s strategies by
using a centralized application, without any necessity of hav-
ing multiple accounts in GoRace and having the possibility
of changing among the gamification experiences they are
participating in, and therefore, among the gamified domain
they are involved at the reach of a single click.

A more in-depth description of the screens of GoRace
follows:

1) HOME SCREEN
The main element of the home screen is the visual map of
the race. This map shows the route of the legendary race and
the position of each player by placing their avatar along the
route of the race. The position of the player that occupies the
first position in the race is highlighted by showing its avatar
encircled with a golden laurel wreath. At the top of the home
screen, the main data and statistics of the player’s avatar are
provided. These elements, labelled as A-E in Fig. 5, are the
following:
A. The player’s name (nickname) and the image of their

avatar.
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B. Distance points. These points show the current trav-
elled distance in the race and they are obtained by the
players’ accomplishments in their real-life activities.
All the GoRace gamification experiences are guided by
the Distance points since the maximum amount of Dis-
tance points that can be obtained in a race, determines
the length of the race.

C. Divine points. These points map to virtual coins that
players use to buy relics in the shop. Relics are power-
ful items that provides players individual or collective
positive/negative effects such as the ability to advance
faster in the race or to reduce their opponents’ advance,
among others. These points are also obtained by the
players’ accomplishments in their real-life activities.

D. Protection degree. The amount of protection degree of
a player indicates how many times the player can be
protected against a negative effect that other players
may apply to them as a result of using a particular relic.
Given the situation, this benefit is applied to the player
automatically as long as they still have some protection
degree available. After this application, the amount of
protection degree used is removed from the available
protection degree.

E. Reflection degree. The amount of reflection degree
does not only protect players against the negative effect
of another player’s attack. It allows them to return the
negative effect of the attack to the attacking player. The
amount of reflection degree of a player indicates how
many times the player can benefit from this feature.
The use of this benefit is also performed automatically
when the player is attacked and has some reflection
degree available. After this application, the amount of
reflection degree used is removed from the available
protection degree.

2) HISTORY SCREEN
In the upper right corner of the home screen, players can find
the lightning button that gives them access to the player’s his-
tory screen. This screen contains all the information available
about the player’s performance and helps them analyze all the
events that have occurred in the race. Moreover, this lightning
symbol acts as an in-game notification since it starts moving
and shining each time that something that affects them has
occurred in the race. Concretely, the history screen provides
information related to four different race events (see Fig. 6):

1) Assignments done. This section of the history screen
provides information related to all the player’s real-life
activities that have influenced their progress in the race,
showing their impact in the distance and divine points.

2) Relics used by the player. This section provides infor-
mation about all the benefits obtained by the relics that
the player has used.

3) Relics used against the player. This section provides
information related to all the positive and negative
effects that have been applied against the player, show-
ing the names of the attacking players who applied

them and how the different kinds of the player’s points
have been affected.

4) UsedCodes. This section shows the information related
to all the codes redeemed by the player. These codes
are special rewards provided by gamification masters
that allow players to obtain extra benefits during the
gamification experience.

3) RANKING
Players can also access to their race’s history through the
information button located in the upper left corner of the
ranking screen (see Fig. 7). The ranking screen, as its name
indicates, provides players with another way to observe and
analyze their progress in the race by displaying the different
players’ positions in a ranking. In this ranking, each player
sees their own position highlighted with a different back-
ground. Hence, the political activity of GoRace virtual world
takes place among the home and ranking screens in whereby
considering the race’s information and history, players plan
their play strategies, identifying their allies and opponents.

Additionally, each race has an initial and end date. A timer,
that is visible in different screens of GoRaceGame, shows
a countdown of the time remaining to finish the race, and
therefore, to finish the gamification experience.

FIGURE 6. History screen.

FIGURE 7. Ranking screen.
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FIGURE 8. Shop screen.

FIGURE 9. Backpack screen.

4) SHOP SCREEN
The economy of the virtual world of GoRace is based on
the divine points that players can obtain by performing their
real-life activities within the gamified domain. These points
are used to buy a wide variety of relics that provides players
individual or collective positive/negative effects such as the
ability to advance faster in the race, reducing their oppo-
nents’ advance by attacking them with the Olympic weapons,
or supporting their colleagues by acquiring the gods’ powers.
The catalog of available relics is available at the shop screen
(see Fig. 8). Through this screen, players can check their
current amount of divine points, and they can explore the
different available relics, analyze their benefits, and check
their price to decide what relics to buy according to their own
play strategy.

All the acquired relics are stored in the backpack of the
player. Through the backpack screen, players can check all
the information related to the benefits of their relics, and by
selecting them, they can analyze and manage their abilities
and features, apply them and get their benefits (see Fig. 9).

FIGURE 10. Profile screen.

FIGURE 11. Winner screen (left) and GoRace’s night environment (right).

5) PROFILE SCREEN
The profile screen allows players to change their avatar and
edit their account’s options. Through this screen, players can
change their avatar, change their password, and enable or
disable the GoRace game notifications. These notifications
are push notifications that GoRaceGame automatically sends
to players’ devices for providing real-time feedback about the
relevant events that occur during the race. It is important to
remark that this option only sets up the push notifications,
since GoRace also provides notifications via email for main-
taining, at any moment, their players informed and providing
them real-time feedback about their progress.

As we can observe in Fig. 10, the profile screen also allows
players to access some extra functionalities such as com-
pleting an in-game survey to assess the players experience
with GoRaceGame, giving access to both the game trailer and
tutorial tour, and getting extra rewards by exchanging special
codes that may have been provided by their gamification
masters.

In addition, to help its users, GoRaceGame includes
tooltips and success/failure temporal messages for giving
players information about the different elements and func-
tionalities of the game, and the results of the in-game actions,
respectively. Both kinds of messages are customized accord-
ing to the narrative, being the different Olympic gods the ones
who provide the information. For example, the timer displays
the message ‘‘Hurry up! Time runs against you. The sun god
Helios, and the goddess of the moon, Selene, will show the
time remaining to finish the race.’’ or when an error occurs
when applying a relic, the message displayed is ‘‘Oops! It
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seems that Hades is up to something! Please, access to the
relic and try to apply again.’’

GoRaceGame also includes several audiovisual effects to
alert players about important events during the race. Exam-
ples of these effects are the shining and movement effect
of the lightning symbol, and others to improve the narra-
tive experience such as the play of epic music and confetti
animation when a player arrives at the finishing line or the
adaptation of the screens according to the time of the day the
player is using GoRaceGame, showing a sunny environment
during the day and a dark one during the night (see Fig. 11).

E. GORACEADMIN
Similar to GoRaceGame, GoRaceAdmin provides gamifica-
tion masters with a centralized application that allows them
to manage all the gamification experiences in which they are
involved. Through GoRaceAdmin (see Fig. 12), gamification
masters are able to manage their gamification experiences by
performing the following activities:

a) Access and set up their profile.
b) Manage the participants who take part into in the

GoRace experience.
c) Manage the access and connection credentials of the

domain resources involved in the GoRace gamification
experience.

d) Import the outcomes of non-automatic activities per-
formed in the gamified domain.

e) Manage different gamification experiences.
f) Access relevant information of their gamification expe-

riences such as their number of participants, their start-
ing and end dates, the variables that measured the
results of the gamified activities of their respective
domains, etc. to monitor and control them.

g) Access to the documentation of GoRace such as tutori-
als and materials to get the maximum performance of
the applications.

h) Contact GoRace team to communicate any incident
that may occur during the development of the GoRace
gamification experiences.

On the other hand, gamification masters make use of all the
functionalities that GoRaceAdmin offers to create a unique
experience for their participants that is limited only by their
imagination. For that, GoRaceAdmin provides extra func-
tionalities that allow gamification masters to:

a) Manage and send notifications to their players. As we
have previously commented, GoRace automatically
sends emails and push notifications to the players to
maintain them informed of any event that occurred dur-
ing the race. In addition, the gamification masters can
manually create new notifications that can be sched-
uled or directly sent to the players about new events,
challenges, activities, or important dates related to the
gamification experiences.

b) Manage rewards for their players to change the gam-
ification strategies in real-time. These rewards are

FIGURE 12. GoRaceAdmin screenshot.

materialized as alphanumeric codes that players can
redeem via GoRaceGame. Through this functionality,
gamificationmasters can create codes that influence the
progress of the race by rewarding players with extra
points or relics. They can be used to reward individ-
ual or collective behaviors within the domain, allow-
ing gamification masters to expand the gamification
experience.

c) Access GoRaceGame as an Olympic god that canmove
freely around the race and uses their powers to reward
or punish players’ behavior. As an Olympic god, gam-
ification masters have specific functionalities that give
them the control of all the race such as accessing to
all the relics of the shop, creating their own relics for
applying any negative or positive effects they want,
establishing their position in the race to apply specific
effects to certain players, andmonitoring and analyzing
all the actions that they have performed as a god by
observing the race’s history.

Hence, GoRaceAdmin, not only allows gamification mas-
ters tomanage, analyze, monitor, and control the gamification
experience but also provides them with different mechanisms
to improve and add dynamism to the story, involving them in
the experience and allowing them to influence of the narrative
itself.

F. GORACE FLOW
During the execution of a gamification experience, the flow
of interactions between gamification masters, participants,
domain resources, and GoRace can be summarized into a
four-step process which takes place each time a new activity
is performed in the gamified domain (see Fig. 13):

1. Real-life activities. First, participants perform their
daily activities of the gamified domain. These activ-
ities can involve the use of the domain resources,
which are connected with GoRaceGame via its API,
or can be done by using other resources that either
are not connected to GoRaceGame or do not make
the use of any technology. The outcomes of the activ-
ities performed by using the domain resources are
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FIGURE 13. Gorace flow.

automatically sent to GoRaceGame, while the out-
comes of the non-automatic activities are manually
imported to GoRaceGame by the gamification masters
using GoRaceAdmin.

2. Transformation. As soon as the outcomes of both
domain resources and non-automatic activities reach
GoRaceGame, the information is transformed into dis-
tance and divine points. The distance points allow par-
ticipants to advance in the race, while the divine points
allow them to purchase the god relics in the virtual shop
and get their benefits.

3. Strategy. As the outcomes of the real-life activities per-
formed by the participants influence their progress in
the race, both participants and gamification masters are
able to analyze such progress in order tomake their own
strategies within the narrative of GoRace. Participants,
according to their preferences of game, will be able
to interact with the functionalities of GoRaceGame to
reach the finishing line in first position and with it,
immortality. To do so, they will need to manage their
divine points to purchase the god relics that offer the
required benefits for themselves or that help support or
attack other players. On the other hand, gamification
masters, by using the functionalities of GoRaceAdmin,
such as the possibility of creating extra rewards via
codes, will influence and dynamize the progression of
the race by creating new interactive experiences and
challenges according to their needs and goals.

4. Feedback. Finally, every new event or action that influ-
ences the progress of the race is notified to partici-
pants via in-game notifications (lightning symbol), and
external ones (emails and push notifications), providing
real-time feedback at any time.

G. GORACE MONITORING
Monitoring a gamified domain not only implies the analysis
of the progress of the gamification experience in order to

control that everything progresses successfully according to
the implemented gamification strategies, but also implies a
constant and detailed real-time tracking of the participants’
activity. This real-time tracking is used to provide players
with immediate feedback about their performance and to
support gamification masters to assess, control, improve,
and adapt the gamification experiences. Hence, the capa-
bility of gamification solutions to support the gamification
monitoring and adaptation activity is an important factor to
provide real-time analytics and immediate participants’ feed-
back, and therefore, for assuring the success of gamification
experiences.

Considering the functionalities of GoRace, we can observe
how the tailored solutions provide two different ways, inter-
nal and external way, to keep participants informed of their
activity at all times. In an internal way, GoRace provides
real-time feedback about the progression of participants via
GoRaceGame where they can explore the different screens
to know the state of the race at any time, as well as, they
can access to their race’s history to observe the logs of their
performance and track by themselves all the events occurred.
Moreover, GoRaceGame provides in-game notifications by
the animated lightning that allows participants to know when
something has influenced their race’s progression each time
they access GoRaceGame, being, in that way, informed any-
time. On the other hand, in an external way, GoRace provides
real-time feedback about the race’s progression by notifying
participants via email and push notifications, so they can
be informed at any time while they are not connected to
GoRaceGame. These notifications come from two different
sources: the automatic notifications that GoRace integrates
to inform about crucial changes in the race’s progression of
participants such as the influence of their real-life activities or
changes in their positions, and the manual notifications that
are created by gamification masters through GoRaceAdmin
as a mechanism to maintain participants immersing in the
gamification experience (see Fig. 13).
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FIGURE 14. GoRace’s statistics.

On the other hand, GoRace allows gamification masters
to monitor and control their gamification experiences by
providing several functionalities for analyzing and evaluat-
ing their participants’ progression and engagement through
GoRaceAdmin. For that, GoRaceAdmin provides several
information screens where gamification masters can obtain
general information about the gamification experiences,
statistics about the progression of their gamification experi-
ences, as well as, specific measures to analyze and evaluate
the individual progression of each participant and their rela-
tion with the game elements of GoRaceGame (see Fig. 14).

Regarding the mechanisms for measuring the progression
of gamification experiences, as Fig. 14 shows, GoRace pro-
vides general statistics (average, median, standard deviation)
for supporting gamification masters the analysis of the gen-
eral progression of participants in terms of the main points
of the narrative, distance and divine points. Moreover, it indi-
vidually measures the relation of each participant with all the
achievable elements of the experience and categorizes them

according to their source through players achieved them.
Concretely, this source has two different origins: assignments
and extras. Assignments include all the activities, actions,
or events, manual or automatic, describe in the gamification
strategy, and extras includes the influence of codes and relics
that are dynamically used or created during the execution of
the gamification experience as a result of the participants’
strategy to progress in the narrative or gamification masters’
mechanisms to dynamize the experience. The evolution of
these measures will allow gamification masters to analyze the
progression of each participant, as well as, to make decisions
to enrich their individual and global experience, playing and
designing own strategies through the functionalities offered
by GoRaceAdmin. On the other hand, GoRaceAdmin also
allows gamification masters to know at any time all the events
and actions occurred during the race of each user such as the
relics acquired or the rewards obtained by the codes, provid-
ing enough information to analyze the game’s preferences of
each user, and to improve the future gamification experiences.
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Bearing in mind the eight requirements for gamifica-
tion elements analytics provided by [18], GoRaceAdmin is
able to:

a) Mostly fulfill the feedback rate requirement that is
accomplished when ‘‘a tool allows to measure the
amount gamification feedback events per time in which
the participants actively work with the gamified sys-
tem, and offers descriptive statistics and annotations to
measure the feedback rate’’ [18]. GoRace allows gam-
ification masters to inspect the gamification feedback
events per time that participants have completed within
the gamified domain, and also allows them to obtain
indirectly statistics about the amount of gamification
events in which participants have been involved, but
does not offer direct metrics for analyzing the feedback
rate.

b) Fulfill the points distributions requirement that is
accomplished when ‘‘a tool provides insight into the
distribution of points over users’’ [18]. Gamification
masters are able to observe and analyze the distribu-
tion of the different kinds of points of GoRace over
participants.

c) Fulfill the achievable game elements statistical
overview requirement that is accomplished when ‘‘a
tool provides insight into the overall statistics of
badges, levels, missions, and other achievable game
elements’’ [18]. GoRace not only provides gamifica-
tion masters insight into the distribution of the different
points but also provides insight into the overall statistics
of all the achievable game elements of the experience
such as the different relics.

d) Fulfill the user distribution on game elements state
requirement that is accomplished when ‘‘a tool pro-
vides a detail view on the state and progress of partici-
pants with regards to a particular game element’’ [18].
GoRace is able to provide a detailed view on the state
and progress of users with regards to a particular game
element such as the different relics, the codes, or the
points.

e) Fulfill the temporal statistics requirement that is
accomplished when ‘‘a tool provides temporal statistics
on the progression of participants with regards to a par-
ticular game element’’ [18]. GoRace provides general
temporal statistics of the progression of participants
regarding the particular game elements of the gamifi-
cation experience.

f) Partially fulfill the user characteristics requirement that
is accomplished when ‘‘a tool allows an exploration
of the correlation between participants’ properties and
participants game state’’ [18]. GoRace does not collect
any information about the participants’ features. Nev-
ertheless, regarding the progression and race’s history
of participants, gamification masters are able to infer
user properties by analyzing their game state.

g) Partially fulfill the alerting requirement that is accom-
plished when ‘‘a tool provides mechanisms to define

goal values and goal ranges for game element met-
rics’’ [18]. GoRace provides mechanisms to indicate
gamification masters when game element boundaries
exceed, but does not allow them to define their own
goal values or ranges.

h) Fulfill the user interaction tracking that is accomplished
when ‘‘a tool allows experts to track and investigate
how much attention users draw to particular game
elements and how this influences their behavior with
regards to application KPIs’’ [18]. GoRace allows
gamification masters to track and investigate all the
interactions among participants and game elements,
as well as, how the particular game elements influence
the participants’ behavior.

As a conclusion, the functionalities and information that
GoRaceAdmin provides to gamification masters for analyz-
ing, monitoring, and making decisions to control, change and
adapt the gamification strategies in real-time, allow GoRace
to fulfill, at least partially, the eight gamification elements
analytics requirements defined for assessing the quality of
gamification monitoring support tools. We have compared
this result with the gamification software tools that provide
features for supporting the gamification monitoring activity
identified in Table 1. The evaluation of the ability of these
tools for gamification analytics was evaluated under the same
requirements by [8] and [13], whose studies also compared
these tools with other tools for game analytics. In Table 3,

TABLE 3. Summary of the requirements covered by GoRace.
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we provide their results with the results of the evaluation of
our tool, concluding that our tool reaches the highest coverage
of the gamification elements analytics category.

H. MULTI-CONTEXT AND NARRATIVE-BASED
GAMIFICATION SUITE
As we have observed along this section, GoRace implements
a wide variety of game elements. The review of Peixoto and
Silva [21] provided a catalog of game elements in which
they identified 229 elements divided into three levels. The
first level classified the game elements according the cate-
gories proposed by [1]: dynamics, mechanics and compo-
nents. The second level presents the game elements itself.
And, the third level categorizes the game elements according
to the personality types of Bartle’s types of players [53]:
achievers (A), socializers (S), killers (K) and explorers (E).
Taking into account this catalog, we have used it to provide
an overview of the variety of game elements implemented in
GoRace. Table 4 shows all the game elements identified in the
Peixoto and Silva catalog, being the GoRace’s game elements
those cells highlighted in grey shadow.

All the game elements implemented have been carefully
developed around themain element of the narrative, allowing,
as we can observe in Table 4, the existence of multiple
scenarios according to the different types of players of the
participants involved. This not only allows participants to
build their own experience in the GoRace narrative, but also
allows gamification masters to get involved as game mas-
ters enriching the GoRace narrative with the only limitation
of their imagination. In addition, the wide variety of game
elements of GoRace also allows to avoid ‘‘pointsification’’
such as we have commented along this section, the gamifica-
tion experience required more than collect points or badges.
Hence, GoRace goes beyond the classic game elements to
immerse participants in a fun, engagement, and challenging
narrative-based gamification experience.

On the other hand, the capability of GoRace to create
solutions for deploying particular gamification strategies and
their portability, interoperability, system-independence and
centralized features provide it with high adaptability and
reusability. GoRace is able to be applied in any domain by the
adaptation of its applications and game elements according
to the designed gamification strategy. These features turn
GoRace into a multi-context powerful gamification suite that
is not limited by a specific domain or a particular tool, system,
or site of the domain, but that it can be applied to gamify
different domain resources and even resources from different
domains.

Hence, we can take advantages of GoRace’s features to
apply it in any domain that needs to achieve a goal such as
for instance:

a) In a business domain, where GoRace can be connected
with its applications to motivate employees, attract and
retain customers by providing a unique a different expe-
rience, and help to make decisions within the personnel
selection processes.

b) In a society domain, where GoRace can be applied to
transform social innovation processes into a fun, social
and interactive experience for promoting the participa-
tion of citizens in the development of public solutions
or encouraging their commitment to energy saving and
reduction of pollution measures.

c) In a health domain, where GoRace can be incorpo-
rated into the daily patients’ activities to stimulate
their recovery process, promote healthy habits, and
dynamize disease prevention campaigns through a fun
experience in which interaction with other people is
possible.

d) In the tourism domain, where GoRace can be used to
offer a unique, interactive, social, and fun experience
suitable for all audiences through which tourists can
explore a locality, its history, and traditions.

e) In education, where GoRace can be integrated within
the educational activities for gamifying the learning
process, at the same time that helps to motivate stu-
dents, encourage their participation in and out the class-
room, and increase their interest and performance.

As a specific example, GoRace can be applied to gamify an
educational course that uses a Learning Management System
(LMS), for example, based on Moodle, as the main domain
resource. We can connect, via GoRaceAPI, the results of the
different activities that students perform on the LMS (quizzes,
tasks, viewed resources, etc.) in order to automatically influ-
ence the GoRace narrative, or we can use other features of
GoRace as the codes or the God mode, to gamify non-LMS
activities such as the attendance to the lessons, the active
participation during the learning process, or activities to put
into practice several cross-curricular competencies that give
gamification masters more freedom to address the gamifica-
tion experience.

GoRace can also be applied to gamify the daily phys-
ical activity of people, for instance in an illness recovery
or a weight-loss process, by integrating within the gamifi-
cation strategy activities whose results can be reflected on
the narrative, in a manual way, by the gamification mas-
ters (instructors, nutritionists, nurse, etc.) or automatically
through the connection, via GoRaceAPI, of specific apps
that send real-time daily data about the steps, distance,
calories, . . .

Another example can be the use of GoRace for cultural
immersion within a tourism or educational domain. We can
combine GoRace features with other technologies such as
QR scan, social networks, or photo-based tasks in an LMS
or other kinds of platforms to design a gamification strategy
that involves the visit of specific monuments, the experience
of local activities, and the learning of traditions, among other.
Or, we can mix all these examples by taking advantage of
GoRace architecture to design a gamification strategy that
involves learning, cultural immersion, and daily physical
activity to promote specific behaviors or social awareness in,
for instance, a society domain, where we can connect, via
GoRaceAPI, several apps, and platforms that provide data
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TABLE 4. Overview of GoRace’s game elements.

from different activities whose results will allow participants
to advance within the GoRace narrative (see Fig. 15).

TABLE 4. (Continued.) Overview of GoRace’s game elements.

V. EXPERIENCE WITH GORACE
In order to validate the features of GoRace and its effec-
tiveness, since 2018 we have conducted a total of eight
gamification experiences. The majority of these gamification
experiences have been carried out in an educational domain to
improve participants’ engagement, motivation, and learning
outcomes, which the exception of two of themwhere GoRace
was applied to gamify a session in an international conference
for improving participants’ engagement and within a Spanish
course to foster not only engagement and motivation in Span-
ish learning but also cultural immersion. Table 5 summaries
the general information of these gamification experiences.
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TABLE 5. Current gamification experiences conducted with GoRace.

FIGURE 15. Example of the architecture of a multi-context gamification
experience with GoRace.

As Table 5 shows, a total of 515 participants have been
immersed in the gamification experiences. To collect pre-
liminary feedback on the participants’ experience during the
use of GoRace, they were asked to answer an in-game ques-
tionnaire. This questionnaire aimed at evaluating the user
experience with GoRace and it was designed following the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) that determines the
user acceptance of any technology perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use factors [54], and the MEEGA+ evalua-
tion model designed for assessing the user experience and the
perceived learning factors of educational games [55].

The questionnaire is included within GoRaceGame
app and participants can access to complete it at any time dur-
ing the gamification experience. In addition, the app displays
it when a participant has reached the 50% of the race. This
questionnaire is voluntary and consists of 5 items designed to
evaluate the user experience with GoRace. This questionnaire
is based on 5-point Likert scale implemented in GoRace as a
5-stars scale, where 5-stars means strong agreement, 4-stars
means agreement, 3-stars means indifferent, 2-stars means
disagreement, and 1-star strong disagreement. Table 6 shows
the 5 items defined to assess the user experience quality factor
by three dimensions.

TABLE 6. In-game questionnaire.

TABLE 7. Categorization of comments about GoRace’s strengths.

149 participants completed the in-game questionnaire dur-
ing the gamification experiences. As Fig. 16 shows, more
than 85% of the participants rated the five items with the
highest value of 5 stars providing their strong agreement with
the player experience of GoRace in terms of usability, social
interaction, and fun. These results indicate that the users’
attitude during the gamification experiences was positive,
and give us a high positive preliminary evidence about the
acceptance of GoRace as a user-friendly and fun tool that
promotes social interactions among the participants.

Moreover, through the in-game questionnaire, participants
were able to provide additional feedback about their per-
ceptions and attitude towards their experience with GoRace.
For that, we defined three open questions in which partici-
pants were asked to provide three strengths, three improve-
ment suggestions, and any other comment they would like
to transmit us about GoRace and their experience. A total
of 42 answers about the strengths, 38 answer related to the
improvement suggestions, and 14 general comments were
obtained from the gamification experiences.
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FIGURE 16. Outcomes of the user experience evaluation.

Participants’ comments about the strengths were oriented
to highlight some features of GoRace and their experience
with it which can be categorized in nine issues, as Table 7.
The majority of the comments highlighted the usability, fun
and social interaction that GoRace provided to the domain,
as well as, the GoRace’s design and its game elements. Some
examples of these comments are: ‘‘Its’ funny, it motivates me
more to make an effort, and I think it has good aesthetics’’, ‘‘I
like that we can see our progress, I like that there is a ranking
and I like that we are rewarded in the game for our activities
in class, as it motivates us to improve’’, ‘‘Very interesting
game! It is easy to use. It increases the level of attention in
class’’, or ‘‘It is fun, it rewards our real-life activities, and it
makes participation enjoyable’’.

On the opposite, regarding the improvement suggestions,
we identified twomain groups: suggestions related toGoRace
and suggestions related to the gamification experience. About
GoRace, the majority of the suggestions were focused on pro-
viding ideas for new functionalities such as the possibility to
fight against players as away to achievemore benefits, adding
more features for customizing their avatars, or integrating
a chat. Focusing on the gamification experience, the sug-
gestions emphasized the possibility to acquire more rewards
(codes, divine points, relics, etc.) and to obtain the relics
of the shop with less effort. Finally, regarding the question
about something else to add, the few collected comments
reinforced the satisfaction of the participants with GoRace,
obtaining comments such as: ‘‘I have not got any suggestions
to improve the game, because it is simply perfect’’, ‘‘The game
is very cool, has good graphics and helps to improve student
performance’’, ‘‘I recommend it’’, or ‘‘Wonderful, inspiring
and fabulous’’.

These comments support the positive results obtained
about the user experience, and also provide preliminary posi-

tive evidence of the satisfaction, immersion, engagement, and
motivation that the use of GoRace produces.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this work, we have introduced and analyzed GoRace a
multi-context and narrative-based gamification suite which
features allow to support all the gamification process from
the design of the gamification strategy to its implementation
and monitoring, providing high flexible tailored gamifica-
tion solutions that goes beyond the classic game elements.
Nevertheless, the present work has some limitations and we
recognize that there are specific issues that can threat the
validity of our empirical evaluation.

First, one of the main features of our proposal is its
flexibility for generating tailored solutions to gamify any
desired domain, as well as, for integrating the activities
of any domain resource within the gamification strategy.
In that sense, we have introduced how GoRace has the abil-
ity to gamify different domains, we have described some
examples to apply it, and we have briefly introduced the
gamification experiences carried out with Gorace, but the
current experiences conducted only have involved a single
domain. Hence, we have not presented any data about a
multi-context gamification experience which is an impor-
tant issue in which we still working with the goal to vali-
date this functionality. Nevertheless, this validation can be
assumed by the definition of the GoRace architecture, which
provides a clear image of how GoRace is connected with
the domain resources, just using GoRaceAPI, allowing the
integration of any desired resource of any domain to be part
of GoRace’s gamification experiences. Moreover, this type
of architecture is supported by other authors such as [56]
whose work proposed a valuable gamification architecture
based on an API for integrating many tools that support
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different domains. So, we can conclude that this type of archi-
tectures provides gamification tools with the required flexi-
bility and system-independence that the gamification scope
needs [6], [8], [9].

Second, GoRace has not had any commercial nature up to
now so it has been only used with a research-based interest
without a profit-making purpose. For that reason, GoRace
makes use of the free services of the Google Maps API to
obtain and provide information about the maps, routes, and
places. Google offers $200 monthly credit in free usage of its
service allowing around 200.000 requests/month. Although,
for conducting our research we did not have any problemwith
this service, to conduct gamification experiences that involve
a high amount of participants and require continuous access
to GoRace, or multiple gamification experiences at the same
time, using this service is a limitation. To overcome this limi-
tation, we have decided to explore the open-solution provided
by OpenStreetMap and implement the Maps service in our
own servers, avoiding in that way, the possible limitation that
the use of Google Maps service can suppose to the scalability
of GoRace suite.

Third, regarding the evaluation of the GoRace against
the requirement for gamification element analytics proposed
by [18], we can observe how some improvements can be
made. Although the results of the evaluation indicated that
GoRace satisfies all the requirements for gamification ele-
ment analytics, this evaluation allowed us to identify the
requirements that GoRace partially fulfills which are the
User Characteristics and the Alerting requirement. These
requirements are not entire fulfilled because GoRace does
not collect any information about the participants’ features
and does not allow gamification masters to create their own
alerts to be informed about the progression and interaction
of participants with the game elements. These limitations
do not affect the outcomes of this work but limit the type
of analytics that GoRace provides to gamification masters
for controlling and monitoring the gamification experiences.
The integration of the Bartle’s Test in the process to access
GoRace or the creation of adapted alerts by gamification
masters according to the measures of the game elements
could be options that may help to cover these limitations
and that we will take into account for the future version of
GoRace.

Fourth, the use of the catalog of game elements defined
by [21] can be a limitation for the evaluation of the game
elements implemented in GoRace since the catalog provides
gamification requirements to standardize specific require-
ments for gamified educational software. GoRace is a soft-
ware that can be used in any domain, not only within the
educational domain, therefore, the use of this catalog can be
an object of discussion. Our decision of using this catalog was
based on the extensive, completed, and clear categorization of
the game elements that it provides, as well as, on the support
of other studies and authors that concluded that bearing in
mind the extensive number of research and empirical studies
related to gamification on education, the educational domain

can be used to give an overview of the entire gamification
scope [3], [57].

Finally, regarding the preliminary evaluation of the user
experience with GoRace, the validity of the results may be
influenced by the measures and instruments used to obtain
the data, and the specific gamification experience in which
participants were involved. The measures and instruments
used to obtain the data were based on well-known models
such as the technology acceptance model [54], and the model
for the evaluation of educational games [55] that have been
designed based on standard questionnaires and scales. On the
other hand, although we have analyzed the results obtained
in the eight different gamification experiences conducted
together, in the majority of the experiences, GoRace has
been applied to gamify an educational domain with similar
goals, and the in-game questionnaire focuses on obtaining
general feedback about the use of GoRace regardless of the
gamification experience where it is used.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Gamification is a potential approach to foster motiva-
tion, engagement, behavioral changes, friendly competition
and collaboration in different contexts such as employee
performance, social loyalty, customer engagement or stu-
dents learning achievement, which popularity in the recent
years has encouraged its application in a diversity of
domains, including health, education, business, society or
tourism. However, although all their promising benefits and
rapidly developing, gamification community should face a
variety of theoretical, empirical, and technological chal-
lenges [6], [8], [9]. This work focuses on the technological
challenges existing in the gamification scope to introduce a
gamification software proposal for designing, implementing,
executing, controlling, and monitoring gamification strate-
gies. Our proposal, called GoRace, is a multi-context and
narrative-based gamification suite that makes use of the latest
technologies and advances on gamification domain to provide
a user-friendly environment that allows the creation of tai-
lored flexible system-independent gamification solutions and
their deployment for immersing participants in a fantasy vir-
tual world where they will participate in a legendary Olympic
race to achieve immortality.

Concretely, GoRace suite provides the following contribu-
tions to the gamification domain: (a) it provides gamification
designers with a user-friendly environment to support the
design and automate the implementation and deployment
of non-intrusive adapted gamification solutions, (b) it offers
system-independence and a high flexibility regarding the
scalability of resources and domains that can be involved in
a gamification experience, thanks to their architecture based
on a REST API that deals with the external connections
and integration of any domain resources, (c) it provides
gamification masters with an easy to use and centralized
application, GoRaceAdmin, to manage all the gamification
experiences in which they are involved, providing a variety of
functionalities and mechanisms to control and monitor them,
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as well as, to improve and add dynamism to the story in
real-time, involving them in the narrative of the experience
and allowing their imagination to create a unique experience
for their participants, and (d) it provides participants with a
centralized application, GoRaceGame, that goes beyond the
implementation of the classic game elements and immerses
participants in a legendary Olympic race in which their pro-
gression is determined by their performance in the domain’s
real-life activities, being the narrative the main game element
of the gamification experiences.

The above-mentioned contributions have been reached by
undertaking the following research activities:

1) We have conducted an analysis of the advances in
gamification domain to collect the main technological
challenges identified by the latest studies and system-
atic literature reviews in order to get an overview of the
gamification domain and provide a proposal that helps
to overcome the identified challenges and support their
maturity process.

2) We have identified the most popular gamification soft-
ware tools for analyzing their strengths and weaknesses
in order to provide our proposal with enough back-
ground and functionalities for avoiding the main lacks
found in the rest of tools such as the poor flexibility,
the non-independence with the system that they gamify
or the implementation of the classic game elements.

3) Bearing inmind themain lacks of the gamification soft-
ware tools, we have created GoRace, a multi-context
and narrative-based gamification suite that support
the entire gamification process providing gamification
designers and gamification masters with the necessary
mechanisms to design, implement, execute, control,
and monitor tailored system-independent gamifica-
tion solutions and immerse both gamification mas-
ters and participants in a narrative-based gamification
experience.

4) We have analyzed the ability of GoRace to support
gamification masters in monitoring gamification expe-
riences by evaluating the coverage of the requirements
for gamification elements analytics provided by [18].
As a result, GoRace satisfies, at least partially, all the
requirements, which ranks it over the tools analyzed
in [8].

5) We have analyzed the ability of GoRace to cover the
catalog of 229 game elements provided by [21] as a
way to get evidence of the GoRace’s disruption with the
traditional use of the classic game elements that tend to
the pointsification of the gamification experience. As a
result, GoRace is able to cover in a rough way a total
of 131 game elements of the catalog being divided into
38 game dynamics, 45 game mechanics, and 48 game
components.

6) We have conducted eight different gamification expe-
riences to validate the features of GoRace. From these
gamification experiences, 149 participants provided
feedback about their user experience. As a result,

we obtained high positive preliminary evidence about
the acceptance of GoRace as a user-friendly and fun
tool that promotes social interactions and generates
satisfaction, immersion, engagement, and motivation
among their participants.

On the other hand, this work provides a detailed descrip-
tion of the implementation process of gamification by using
GoRace, as well as, its features and architecture, in order
to clarify how gamification is implemented and provide an
idea about its complexity and costs. This is an issue that has
not been sufficiently explored and can help organizations to
make a better informed decision-making towards its potential
adoption [10].

Focusing on our next research steps, since 2018, we have
conducted eight different gamification experiences whose
preliminary users experience evaluations through an in-game
questionnaire have been shown in this work. Nevertheless,
we are analyzing each of them within their specific domain
to obtain empirical results that allow us not only to assess the
acceptance of GoRace, but also its effectiveness to provide
gamification experiences that reach the business goals of the
gamified domain. For that, these gamification experiences
have been conducted under empirical evaluations through
experiments based on study cases and control and experi-
mental groups. The analysis of these results will give us more
information for providing insight, not only about the strengths
and weaknesses of GoRace, but also about the implica-
tions of using gamification to foster different goals such as
engagement, motivation, or improvement of the cognitive
achievement. Hence, GoRace offers the flexibility to put into
practice and test gamification benefits in different domains,
being a potential gamification suite to support gamification
scope in order to contribute to reducing the disconnection
between the theoretical and applied gamification [58], and
support the development, test, and empirical validation of
current and new theories for the consolidation and evolution
of the discipline.

Moreover, we are also working on providing solutions to
overcome the limitations identified in this work. In that sense,
we are working in the design of multi-context gamification
experiences that integrate educational and social awareness
contexts, among others, in the same gamification experi-
ence. The execution of these gamification experiences will
allow us to conduct empirical evaluations that will support
the validation of the multi-context and flexibility features
of GoRace. In addition, these gamification experiences will
involve participants into a multi-context experience giving
gamification masters and designers more options to create
multi-disciplinary gamification strategies that explore the
behaviors of participants in different scenarios for reaching
more-complex business goals. For instance, we can explore
and mix activities related to energy and water consumption,
physical activity, and school performance to guide healthy
behaviors and raise awareness about specific society chal-
lenges in children or teenagers.
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Finally, we have previously commented that gamification
needs to deal with a set of theoretical, empirical, and tech-
nological challenges to achieve their maturity and be exploit
at their full potential. We believe that using in a proper way
and supporting by adequately software tools, gamification
can provide wonderful benefits within a diversity of domains.
In this work, we have introduced a gamification suite, that far
to be perfect, integrates novel functionalities andmechanisms
to overcome some of the main problems of the existing gami-
fication software tools. We consider that GoRace is a starting
point in our research path to contribute to the gamification
scope for helping to overcome its main challenges. For that
reason, we will continue experimenting with GoRace, as well
as, getting feedback on their evaluations to improve the suite
and the gamification experiences that it offers.
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